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Portuguese paradise: Inside the incredible 
Douro Valley wine lodge that has it all... from 
sensational views to world class food (and 
the port isn't bad, either)
• Quinta Nova has 11 rooms, an outdoor pool and makes its own wine

• It's easy to reach from Porto by train - a spectacular riverside journey
• Staff there will also book guests on a stunning yacht trip up the river 

By TED THORNHILL FOR MAILONLINE

PUBLISHED: 07:31 GMT, 2 August 2015 | UPDATED: 09:41 GMT, 2 August 2015 

Quinta Nova would be a tempting place to stay in an industrial wasteland.

So the fact that it happens to be set in one of the most stunningly beautiful landscapes on Earth - 
Portugal's Douro Valley - dishes out Michelin-star standard food in its restaurant and has a 
swimming pool with views along the Douro river makes it something of a tantalising prospect.

To say the least.
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Quinta Nova is in Portugal's stunning Douro Valley - and would be a tempting hotel in an industrial wasteland. 
This picture shows the property nestled in its huge vineyard

A 'quinta' is a lodge run by a wine producer - and this one belongs to one of Portugal's best. And the views 
from the hotel are breathtaking

For wine lovers it's a destination box that cries out to be ticked. A 'quinta' is a lodge run by a wine 
producer - and this one belongs to one of Portugal's best.

And the produce is served inside, of course.

Then there's the journey to get there - a joy in itself.

My girlfriend Gersende and I take the train there from Porto, where we've spent a couple of days 
quaffing fine port and wine and being gobsmacked by the city's wondrous charm and beauty.

The train is very noisy, but the views on the journey breathtaking.

For an hour the line winds through rolling countryside, then descends very rapidly to the banks of 
the Douro river. Now's the time to put the holiday read away and gaze out of the window. 

The line hugs the river, which snakes through dramatic, vineyard-laden hills on both sides. The fact 
that this is a Unesco heritage site is no surprise at all.
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The Douro Valley is a Unesco heritage site, which comes as no great surprise. Pictured is the wonderful for-
hire yacht run by Douro a vela

Pooling resources: Guests at Quinta Nova can take a dip among the vines. Ted Thornhill wets his toes

MailOnline Travel's bedroom is pleasingly homely with great views of the terrace and valley

It's dreamy, but we have to be wide awake for Ferrao, the stop that's nearest Quinta Nova, because 
there are no announcements to alert passengers about upcoming stations. (If you go, gather your 
belongings and be poised after Regua.)

We're the only two people who disembark and one of the Quinta's chefs is there on the platform to 
meet us and drive us up the twisty road to the property.

And what a place.

It's a true haven.

Inside there's a restaurant - called Conceitus - two huge living rooms and a bar and shop, all 
decorated in a cosy country home manor, complete with creaky wooden floorboards. Think Laura 
Ashley with chefs and an epic wine cellar.

Our cosy bedroom has a scintillating view down to the terrace and valley.

There's a downside, I exclaim - the tea and coffee paraphernalia doesn't include milk.

Black-coffee-loving Gersende rolls her eyes at me. 
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Quinta Nova has a homely feel. Think Laura Ashley with a few extras thrown in - such as a bar and wine shop

Guests at Quinta Nova can sip wine on the terrace in the most gorgeous of surroundings

We're keen to explore, but decide on lunch first. Our chef/chauffeur had boasted on the journey up 
that the food at Quinta Nova is getting international recognition.

It doesn't disappoint.

The philosophy of the chef here is to forage and rustle. Some of this is done in the hotel's very own 
vegetable patch.

The menu is divided into a choice of three (38 euros), four (43) or five courses (50).

We opt for three courses and are blown away by the quality.

First up is mushroom soup with bacon that Gersende - who's from Provence and knows a thing or 
two about cookery - declares is one of the best soups she's ever had.
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HULL OF A PLEASANT EXCURSION: 
SAILING ON THE DOURO

To complete your appreciation of the Douro 
Valley you really must sail on the river.

The staff at Quinta Nova happily arrange a 
watery excursion for us with charter firm Douro 
a Vela.

We sit on a big bean bag at the bow in a zen-
like state of relaxation as terraced vineyards 
slip by on the hills either side.

We are only on the boat (pictured) for an hour, 
but it's possible to take longer trips - up to a 
day in duration, complete with lunch on board.

There's also an option to stay the night on 
board. 

Douro a Vela also offer guided tours to 
farmhouses with wine tastings - and even lay 

Quinta Nova has some excellent port in its cellars - don't leave without trying some

The restaurant at Quinta Nova serves Michelin-star standard food, with this mushroom soup hitting the taste 
sensation heights

It's creamy and delicate and rich with flavour.

Next is a wonderfully rustic cod, tomato and 
aubergine dish, followed by ice cream and apple 
pie with berries that frankly sends us in to 
raptures.

Whatever they're paying the chef, it's not 
enough.

The service is impeccable, too. As is the wine - 
a crisp, balanced white made right on the 
doorstep.

Feeling full to bursting we decide to explore the 
vineyard and grounds.

Being ready with the camera is an absolute 
must here - it's total lens bait.

We wander through the tree-lined grounds 
where other guests are sipping wine and gazing 
at the scenery but keep on going and embark on 
a circular tour of the vineyards surrounding 
Quinta Nova.

Boats chug along the river far below us as we 
stroll. It's idyllic.

We arrive back an hour later and plunge into the 
pool to cool off. Bliss.

The only impediment to relaxation is constantly 
feeling the need to take pictures.

Later, as the gloaming envelopes the hotel we 
decide to try some of the hotel's port stocks.
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on hotel and airport transfers from Porto to the 
Douro.  

We descend from our room to the hotel bar but 
find no one there. And there's no one at 
reception.

Eventually we snare the attention of a waitress who's on her way up to the restaurant and ask her 
for some of the good stuff.

It's service I would describe as rustic. The main focus, understandably, is the dinner service.

Quinta Nova can be reached by train from Porto, with the journey being spectacular once the line reaches the 
riverside

TOP TIPS ON WHERE TO EAT, DRINK AND SLEEP IN PORTO 

If you visit Quinta Nova it's very likely you'll pass through Porto on your way there. Here are some 
top tips on how best to spend your time in the city.

Port tasting 

Pop into Calem for a fascinating tour and a port tasting. There's even a video presentation inside an empty 
barrel

Portugal is the home of port - and there's no better place to learn more about this unique, fortified 
red wine - mainly by quaffing the stuff, of course - than at the oldest port house in the world, 
Kopke.

It was established in 1638 and makes some remarkable liquor. In Vila Nova De Gaia, across the 
river from Porto, is the three-storey Kopke House. A mecca for port lovers. We indulge in one of its 
port and chocolate tastings, where its ports - including an LBV 2009, rose, and 10-year-old white - 
are matched with exquisite chocolates.

Its shop, meanwhile, stocks an intriguing range of bottles, including some that date back to the 
1930s. I highly recommend setting aside some holiday money for the visit here.

We also pop into the Calem port house, founded in 1859, a hundred yards along for a tour of the 
cellars. It's fascinating, with a very knowledgeable guide explaining the history of port and how it's 
made. You even get to watch a video about port inside one of the giant (empty) barrels. Again, a 
tasting here is essential - Calem also makes some excellent port.

Visit www.sogevinus.com for more information.

Eating and drinking
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Most of Porto is a Unesco heritage site and impossibly beautiful. Everywhere you go there are tourists 
taking pictures, with so many cameras clicking it sounds like a swarm of cicadas

When it comes to sunsets, those that take place over Porto and Gaia take some beating

DOP

If you crave a restaurant that assembles virtuoso fodder, serves top-end wine and throws in 
faultless service to match, look no further than DOP, the sister restaurant of the famed DOC. The 
row of chairs in the toilet puzzles me, though. Visit ruipaula.com for more information.

Traca

We stop here - actually just opposite the above-mentioned DOP - for a luncheon outside in the 
sunshine and drool within seconds of the menu being presented to us. I opt for boar loin with foie 
gras, laced with chocolate, and shoestring potatoes that sends my taste buds into a state of wild 
celebration. Don't visit Porto without first clicking here: www.restaurantetraca.com.

A Grade 

Hidden down a narrow alley near the river, A Grade looks like a greasy cafe, with cheap chairs 
and tables and a dirty awning. Don't be put off. It serves great food and the wine is a treat. 

Address: R. de São Nicolau 9, 4050-298 

Miss 'Opo

This is very special indeed. Hip, friendly and amazing value. A guest house, bar and restaurant 
where great wine costs £1.90 a glass and the cooking is deliciously homely. Visit 
www.missopo.com for more.

Sleeping 

Guest House Duoro

Here you'll find social media-baiting views from gorgeous river-side rooms, chatty and charming 
husband and wife owners and a breathtaking breakfast spread that includes a kind of fruit 
sculpture. A superb place to rest your head.

Visit guesthousedouro.com for more information.

Sunsets 

For stunning views of the next sunset, head to rooftop bar Porto Cruz Space and relish the 
moment.

Exploring

Most of Porto is a Unesco heritage site and impossibly beautiful. Everywhere you go there are 
tourists taking pictures, with so many cameras clicking it sounds like a swarm of cicadas. Walk the 
bridge between Porto and Gaia for extra-stunning views. Then take the cable car down for more 
Instagram angles.

After sipping some epic ports it's time for more foraged fodder - and it's almost as brilliant as lunch.

Though it doesn't quite touch the heavens, as lunch did, we're still moderately bowled over.
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A refreshing tuna carpaccio is followed by lamb carre with sweet potatoes and fennel - just the way 
your mother would make it, but better - and then millionaire shortbread with melon sorbet and 
berries.

The Quinta Nova red wine we wash it down with is equally pleasing.

The following day the agenda is a satisfying breakfast buffet and a wondrous trip along the river on 
a yacht to nearby Pinhao, where we'll catch a train back to Porto.

The staff at Quinta Nova happily arrange this watery excursion with charter firm Douro a Vela and 
drive us down to the river where the boat is moored by Ferrao train station.

We sit on a big bean bag at the bow in a zen-like state of relaxation as terraced vineyards slip by on 
the hills either side.

One of the crew hands us a couple of cheeky glasses of white wine as we near the docking point. 
We raise our glasses and hope we'll be shipped out here again in the very near future.

TRAVEL FACTS 

Quinta Nova has 11 bedrooms costing from £70 with breakfast. Visit www.quintanova.com for 
more information. To arrange a boat excursion on the river speak to the staff at Quinta Nova or 
visit www.douro-a-vela.pt. Porto is served by regular flights from the UK operated by EasyJet, 
Ryanair and TAP. Trains to the Douro valley depart from Porto's Sao Bento terminus and 
Campanha. Visit www.cp.pt/passageiros/pt for more information.

Read more: 
Rui Paula
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England... but they have 
just 60 days to raise 
£1.85 BILLION 

Dramatic moment 
British holidaymaker 

was airlifted from Fred 
Olsen cruise ship in the 
middle of the sea after 
falling severely ill with 
Legionnaires' disease 

Worried Cuba will 
become 

Americanised? It 
already is! Despite 50 
years of official hostility 
there's a national love of 
baseball, French fries 
and milkshakes 

One in two parents are 
happy to take their 

children out of school 
for a week to get a 
cheaper holiday  

Spain, Greece and 
Turkey are the riskiest 

destinations for British 
holidaymakers, report 
says 

Emirates announces 
world's longest non-

stop flight from Dubai to 
Panama City... an 8,700 
mile journey lasting 17 
hours and 35 minutes 
(but could you bear it in 
economy?) 

Inside Sicily's ghost 
hotel: It was built 61 

years ago, has had 
several 'grand 
openings'... but not one 
guest has ever checked 
in 

Tiger feat! Proud feline 
mother gives birth to 

an ORANGE cub and a 
WHITE cub at Bali Zoo 

A street food feast, 
takeaway picnic 

hampers and a spread 
inspired by Agatha 
Christie: Britain's best 
hotel afternoon teas 
revealed 

How times have 
changed! 

Photographer replicates 
his late grandfather's 
travel snaps by visiting 
same holiday spots 40 
years later 

Glories of secret 
Britain: Why there is 

nothing better than 
strolling through the 
absurdly pretty port of 
Tobermory - or these 19 
other idyllic villages 

Man, 20, escorted off 
plane by police after 

'sexually assaulting' 69-
year-old woman seated 
next to him 

Forget sailing the 
seven seas... now you 

can LIVE on them: 
Cruise firm sells luxury 
homes on its boats (use 
of mini-sub included) 
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Revealed: Why 
planes can't fly 

Pictured: The bite 
mark left on a 10-

Finally, the 
definitive bucket 

Rub-a-dub-dub! 
Badly-behaved 

Upgraded to a 
'private' jet! British 
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Share what you think 
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Newest Oldest Best rated Worst rated
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Click to rate

AnnieZee, Harrogate, United Kingdom, 2 weeks ago

Ooh lovely - this is now on my bucket list just need a wee lottery win first! 

142

Click to rate

srhottie, none of your business , United Kingdom, 2 weeks ago

I have travelled a lot and i mean a lot, Portugal is just simply one of a kind , you just cannot 
match the beauty of this country and its people, also try out Madeira Island which is a part of 
Portugal too, the pearl of the atlantic its called , simply breathtaking beauty !!!

277

Click to rate

glayva, Tavira, 2 weeks ago

Proves a point that Portuguese food is not the worst in Europe.

359

Click to rate

Avelar, Portugal, 2 weeks ago

Having moved to the ribatejo province of Portugal six years ago, it never ceases to amaze me 
how beautiful and green the country is. There are many wonderful places to visit, Porto being 
one of them, and the sunsets are to die for. Great food, Douro and Alentejo wines, friendly 
people....nothing beats it!

285

Click to rate

Iamalive, London, 2 weeks ago

Yes it is extremely beautiful, majestic and fun. The port vault tours make a fantastic bar crawl 
and costs next to nothing.

146

Click to rate

Ronald, Chesterfield, 2 weeks ago

Just been on the Douro river cruise with Amawaterways,the best ever cruise we have 
taken,ticked all the boxes.

157

Click to rate

northerngreywolf, bury, 2 weeks ago

Very nice. Looks like the West Pennine Moors in Lancashire. With sunshine.

538

Click to rate

madame2swords, Homeland, United Kingdom, 2 weeks ago

Too right. Every journey crossing pennines on M62, in 50yrs, never seen sunshine. 
Always grey.

123

Click to rate

MG Worcester., Worcester, United Kingdom, 2 weeks ago

Go there,avoid France at all cost make them pay for their selfish actions.

1197

Airline announces it will 
weigh PASSENGERS 
before boarding... and 
anyone deemed too 
heavy won't be allowed 
to fly 

Holiday nightmare: 
Seven family members 

hospitalised with 
stomach bugs 'caused 
by a child DEFECATING 
in the hotel pool' 

Bad call: Teenage 
tourist caught stealing 

roof tile from ancient 
city of Pompeii so he 
could 'sell it on eBay 
and buy an iPhone' 

Disabled passenger 
humiliated by British 

Airways staff when they 
removed him from a 
flight moments before 
take-off and 'made him 
look stupid' after last-
minute decision not to 
let him fly  

Say cheese! Former 
cruise ship 

photographer reveals 
hilarious outtakes from 
his days at sea featuring 
miserable families, 
bizarre props and gaudy 
outfits 

Is this the most 
entertaining flight 

attendant ever? 
Flamboyant steward 
gets round of applause 
from passengers for 
hilarious safety 
demonstration  

Inches from death: 
Daredevils take on 30ft 

waves which crash just 
above razor sharp coral 
that has already claimed 
several surfers' lives  

Holidaymaker who 
contracted salmonella 

from five-star holiday in 
Egypt left so ill he 
needed a WHEELCHAIR 
to leave the plane 

Plane passengers 
thrown from their 

seats and left covered in 
blood after airliner is 
rocked by turbulence so 
severe parts of the jet 
fell off  

You'll be in Awe when 
you see this loch and 

the 19 other stunning 
wonders of nature from 
around Britain that you 
MUST visit 

The moment Typhoon 
Soudelor whips up 

enough power to lift A 
PLANE from the tarmac 
in Taiwan 

LATEST TRAVEL NEWS

Tourists warned as Goa taxi protest turns violent
Parliament to debate cost of term-time holidays

New Brazil yoga retreats for World Cup widows
Outer Hebrides boasts stunning airport approach

Lewis Hamilton to star in Top Gear festival
Thailand set to lose £1.6bn in tourism revenue
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